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Abstract 

A Monte Carlo simulation model of particle-induced 
electron emission from beryllium, a candidate material 
for use on the wall in thermonuclear fusion devices, is 
developed. Comparative studies between secondary 
electron emission by electron bombardment and kinetic 
electron emission by proton bombardment reveal some 
interesting similarities and differences. The kinetic 
emission of electrons under heavy-ion bombardment is 
simulated as well for analyzing the effect of the initial 
charge state and mass of projectile ions on the kinetic 
emission. Furthermore, the model is applied to bowl
and-ripple structures for the study of surface roughness 
effects on the energy and angular distributions of sec
ondary electrons, as well as of the secondary electron 
yield of beryllium under electron bombardment. 
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Introduction 

For more than 20 years, low atomic number (Z) 
materials, such as graphite, have been used as plasma
facing materials (PFM) in magnetic confinement fusion 
devices [66]. The advantages that graphite possesses 
over stainless steel or titanium, which had been used 
previously, are: its lower radiation cooling rate, very 
high sublimation temperature, good resistance to thermal 
shocks, and the absence of the surface instability caused 
by melting. However, the hydrogen release during dis
charges, the fuel dilution, and the carbon bloom have 
presented serious obstacles to a further development of 
fusion research. Although very high Z metals, such as 
molybdenum or tungsten, resolve some of these prob
lems [69], these refractory materials cause unacceptable 
plasma cooling by impurity accumulation and resultant 
radiation unless the edge plasma temperature can be held 
very low (less than several tens of eV). 

Particle-induced electron emission from the PFM is 
a plasma-surface interaction process of considerable im
portance for impurity production due to sputtering of the 
PFM [32]. Low-energy electrons emitted from the sur
face reduce the edge plasma temperature [49]; also, 
through reducing the plasma sheath potential, they lower 
the energy of ions incident on the PFM, and hence, the 
sputtering yield and impurity production [16]. The ex
isting experimental data on the particle-induced electron 
emission are less than those for particle backscattering 
and sputtering; furthermore, the electron yield and the 
energy and angular distributions of emitted electrons are 
very sensitive to surface contamination due to surface 
conditions, e.g., changes in the work function of the 
surface. PFM surfaces exhibit a pronounced macroscop
ic roughness, mostly due to the production process, with 
microscopic (atomic scale) roughness superimposed. 
Plasma-surface interaction processes induce various mor
phological and microstructural property changes in the 
PFM. During exposure to plasmas, therefore, surface 
roughness is modified mainly due to sputtering and re
deposition, depending on the energy, angle and dose of 
incident particle flux, and the composition of the PFM. 
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Table of Symbols 

instantaneous energy of projectile particle, 
recoiling solid atoms and secondary (kinetic) 
electrons in a solid 

Fermi energy of the free-electron gas 

first ionization energy of inner-shell electrons 

maximum energy of primary electrons excited 
for ion impact 

projectile energy 

energy of secondary (kinetic) electrons emitted 
in vacuum 

threshold energy for kinetic electron emission 

fitting parameter in T(E) 

correction term for Lindhard's polarizability 

depth of depression in bowl-and-ripple structured 
surfaces (Fig. 4) 

free flight path for an elastic collision of ions 
(recoiling solid atoms) in a solid 

file electron mass 

~ mass of projectile ions 

Il1t mass of target solid atoms 

n number of electrons emitted per impinging 
projectile 

N atomic density of solid 

P impact parameter in an elastic collision between 
a projectile ion (recoiling solid atom) and an 
ionic core in a solid 

P(k,w) Lindhard's polarizability 

P n('Y) Poisson distribution for emission of n electrons 
with mean value r 

q initial charge state of projectile ion 

qc cut-off wave number of the bulk plasmon 
dispersion relation 

R maximum range of a primary electron in a solid 

VF Fermi velocity of the free-electron gas 

vp velocity of a projectile ion 

vth threshold velocity for kinetic electron emission 

W width of depression in bowl-and-ripple 
structured surfaces (Fig. 4) 

W n individual probability for emission of n = 0, 1, 
2, .. electrons emitted per impinging projectile 

x,y ,z each axis of coordinate defined for model of 
bowl-and-ripple structured surfaces (Fig. 4) 

Z atomic number of material 

'Y kinetic electron yield 
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0 true secondary electron yield ( :s; 50 e V) 

t.E energy loss due to inelastic collisions of a 

moving particle in a solid 

e(k,w) wave number (k) and frequency (w) dependent 
dielectric function of the free-electron gas 

r, electron backscattering coefficient ( > 50 e V) 

8 polar emission angle of electrons measured from 
surface normal (z-axis in Fig. 4) 

e scattering angle in an elastic collision of a 
moving particle in center-of-mass system 

<1 total electron yield ( = o + r,) 

T(E) energy-dependent screening parameter in the 
screened Rutherford elastic cross-section 

<I> incident angle of a projectile (an electron or ion) 
measured from surface normal (z-axis in Fig. 4) 

4> work function 

wp plasma frequency of the free-electron gas 

The effect of the structured surfaces on sputtering and 
ion backscattering has been calculated and discussed ex
tensively, earlier by Littmark and Hofer [48], and re
cently by other workers [22, 38, 58, 64, 78, 80], who 
elucidated its importance in plasma-surface interactions. 
Such a surface structure and its modifications can change 
the electron yield as well as the energy and angular 

• distributions of emitted electrons. 
Recently, beryllium has been proposed as an alter

native to graphite [71]. It has an obvious advantage due 
to its lower atomic number than carbon, which results in 
lower radiation cooling of plasma by the sputtered 
atoms, while physical sputtering yields are very similar 
to graphite. Beryllium is a simple, nearly-free-electron 
metal, similar to aluminum, which has become a stand
ard material for use in computer simulations of second
ary electron emission for ease of comparison with exist
ing experimental data [57] . For secondary electron 
emission induced by electron bombardment, there are 
many computer simulations which may make up for the 
lack of experimental data; thus, the Monte Carlo tech
nique and theoretical treatment of the simulations can be 
extended to calculations for beryllium. Electron emis
sion induced by ion bombardment is attributed to kinetic 
emission from the material similar to electron-induced 
electron emission and potential emission at a surface 
arising from Auger neutralization or resonant neutraliza
tions (followed by Auger de-excitation and autoioniza
tion) of the projectile [31]. Clearly, for singly charged 
ions, the dominant emission process will be kinetic emis
sion, except at very low energies. Although electron 
emission by potential emission occurs by impact of all 
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Figure 1. Calculated mean free paths (MFPs) of an 
electron in beryllium as a function of the energy E 
above the Fermi energy EF: (1) elastic collision; (2) 
single conduction-electron excitation; (3) bulk plasmon 
excitation; (4) K-shell electron excitation; and (5) total 
inelastic collision {i.e., (2)+(3)+(4)} . The open circle 
and the dotted line are the total inelastic MFPs from cal
culation by Akkerman and Chernov [1] and those from 
empirical formula derived by Seah and Dench [61], 
respectively. 

-------------------------- -----------

ions with a potential energy well above the surface work 
functions for multiply charged ions, it is beyond the 
scope of the present discussion. The PFM in fusion 
devices is usually bombarded by hydrogen isotopes and 
by heavier impurities (C, N, 0 and metals), which are 
highly ionized due to frequent collisions with plasma 
electrons. At very low energies, there is sufficient time 
for neutralization of an ion before its impact on the sur
face. However, if the multiply charged ion passes the 
crucial zone of interaction in front of the surface too 
fast, the time for neutralization will be so short that the 
ion will penetrate into the solid with a highly charged 
state. The resulting kinetic emission in the solid will, 
therefore, differ from that for originally neutral atoms 
with the same impact energy, and will also depend on 
the initial charge state. 

This paper reports on our simulation of secondary 
electron emission due to electron bombardment and 
kinetic electron emission due to ion bombardment, and 
discusses the interaction cross-sections and energy losses 
of the projectiles and excited electrons used in the simu
lation. The energy range relevant to plasma-surface in
teraction is 100 eV to 10 keV. Applications to berylli
um reveals some interesting similarities and differences 
between electron and proton bombardments. Also, the 
effects of initial charge state and mass of projectile on 
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kinetic emission are discussed. Furthermore, by consid
ering not only a flat surface but also periodic, bowl-and
ripple surfaces, surface roughness effects on the second
ary electron yield, as well as the energy and angular dis
tributions of emitted secondary electrons are elucidated. 

Simulation Models and Cross-Sections for 
Electron- and Ion-Atom Collisions 

Secondary electron emission due to electron 
bombardment 

In the 1970's, the direct Monte Carlo simulation 
(MCS) based on differential cross-sections for elastic 
and inelastic collisions of particles in a medium was 
applied to electron backscattering and secondary electron 
emission (Shimizu et al. [63], and Ganachaud -and 
Cailler [26]). Since then, the direct MCS model has 
been further developed by several groups [57]. Our di
rect MCS model of secondary electron emission involves 
the following inelastic collision processes of electrons in 
beryllium: (1) excitation of single conduction electrons; 
(2) excitation and decay of bulk plasmons; and (3) exci
tation of inner-shell (K-shell) electrons. 

The excitation cross-sections of single conduction 
electrons and bulk plasmons (liwp = 18.19 eV) are cal
culated from the Lindhard dielectric function and the 
Drude dielectric function , respectively, according to 
Tung and Ritchie [72]; wp is the plasma frequency of the 
free-electron gas, and Ii is the Planck constant divided 
by 21r. Theoretically, multiple-electron excitation by 
decay of one plasmon would add to the finite width of 
the plasmon dispersion relation; therefore, one-electron 
excitation is the predominant process; the width is 
determined by the plasmon damping effect (e.g., inter
band transitions of conduction electrons) [56] . How
ever, the plasmon, in practice, decays in the process of 
its propagation due to some impurities and defects of the 
solid and other reasons [42]. Therefore, following the 
treatment of Al by Cailler and Ganachaud [17], we as
sume an isotropic excitation of one or two electrons in 
the ratio 0.75:0.25 by one plasmon decay. For the 
K-shell electron excitation, the classical expression of 
the cross-section is taken from Gryzinski [27]. The cal
culated inelastic mean free paths of an electron in beryl
lium are shown in Figure 1, along with the elastic mean 
free path described later. The total inelastic mean free 
path is in good agreement with the calculation by Akker
man and Chernov [ 1]. The energy of liberated electrons 
(secondary electrons) is AE + EF for excitation of sin
gle conduction electrons, and AE - Ei + EF for excita
tion of K-shell electrons (taking into consideration the 
initial state of electron); here AE, Ei and EF are the en
ergy loss of primary electrons, the first ionization energy 
of K-shell electrons (111 eV) and the Fermi energy of 
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beryllium (14.08 eV), respectively. For excitation of 
one electron by plasmon decay, the energy of secondary 
electrons is distributed between liwp and liwp + Ep, de
pending on the density-of-states in the conduction band, 
whereas, for excitation of two electrons, the energy is 
distributed randomly to these two electrons (taking the 
initial state of electron into consideration). The scat
tering angle of primary electrons and the emission angle 
of secondary electrons for excitations of single conduc
tion electrons and K-shell electrons are calculated using 
the energy and momentum conservation law, whereas, 
for plasmon decay, an isotropic angular distribution is 
assumed for the emission angle of secondary electrons. 

For the energy range ofkeV or less, when a prima
ry electron penetrates into a solid, it undergoes a num
ber of elastic collisions by ionic cores. At such low 
energies, the elastic collision cross-section should be 
calculated using the partial wave expansion (PWE) meth
od with appropriate atomic potential in the solid [51]. 
In this study, however, the elastic collision of electrons 
by beryllium ionic cores is replaced by the screened 
Rutherford cross-section where the screening parameter 
{depending on the electron energy 7(E)}, is fitted to the 
PWE cross-sections according to Fitting and Reinhardt 
(24]: 7(E) = 0.9 + exp(-E/ET), where Er is 350 eV. 

Simulation of secondary electron emission is initi
ated by calculation of a free-flight path of a primary 
electron with the total mean free path suffered from 
these elastic and inelastic collisions and a uniform ran
dom number. Whenever a collision occurs, another ran
dom number determines the type of collision (i.e., elas
tic collision, excitations of a single conduction electron, 
bulk plasmon, or K-shell electron) in proportion to each 
cross-section. Other important quantities in the simula
tion are the scattering angle 0 in elastic collision and the 
energy loss .t.E in each inelastic collision event. To 
generate values of 0 and .t.E distributed according to the 
differential cross-sections of elastic and inelastic colli
sions, a further random number is generated. The 
values 0 and .t.E are selected at random according to the 
probability distribution function (i .e., the cumulative 
differential cross-section normalized by each total cross
section), except for plasmon excitation. For plasmon 
excitation, .t.E is chosen between liwp and liw(CJc); qc is 
the cut-off wave-vector of the bulk plasmon dispersion 
relation (qc = 1.2 A-1 in beryllium [55]). 

The motion of secondary electrons generated 
through inelastic collisions is treated in the same manner 
as that of primary electrons. As a result, the secondary 
electrons generate new secondary electrons during their 
transport within the solid, which is henceforth called 
electron cascade. A primary electron and every second
ary electron are followed in the three-dimensional space; 
the azimuthal angle in each collision is chosen randomly 
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from Oto 21r. When their energy falls below the surface 
potential barrier Ep + <I>, or when the electrons are 
emitted from the surface, they are not followed any 
more (<I> is the work function: 4.98 eV for beryllium). 
Since the planar surface barrier model [ 40] is adopted, 
some of the electrons are emitted to vacuum with re
duced energy in a deflected direction due to the surface 
potential barrier. As in the standard practice, such elec
trons are roughly divided into the backscattered electrons 
( energy greater than 50 e V) and the true secondary elec
trons (energy less than 50 eV). 

Ion-induced kinetic electron emission 

An ion impinging on the surface of a solid pene
trates into the solid, losing its kinetic energy through 
both elastic collisions with ionic cores and inelastic 
collisions with atomic electrons. The basic idea of the 
Monte Carlo model used here is to simulate trajectories 
of projectile ions penetrating into the solid and of excited 
electrons traveling towards the surface according to 
given cross-sections for scattering processes. For heavy 
projectiles, there are also the collision processes of the 
recoiling solid atoms which are generated from the elas
tic collisions of the projectile: these excite a considerable 
number of electrons. For trajectory simulation of ex
cited electrons, the direct Monte Carlo model developed 
for secondary electron emission under electron bombard
ment is used. 

Trajectories of the projectile ion and the recoiling 
atoms are simulated by using the same algorithm as the 
TRIM.SP code [13]. This Monte Carlo program is 
based on the binary collision approximation and assumes 
an amorphous medium; it follows all particles (the pro
jectile ions and recoiling atoms) in the three-dimensional 
space. The motion of the projectile ions and of the re
coiling atoms is treated in the same way: every particle 
moves along a free flight path L = N-113 (N is the atom
ic density of the target) before it encounters its next col
lision partner with an impact parameter P (between 0 
and 1r-112N-113). At low energies, N-113-Ptan(0/2) is 
used as L to account for the path-length reduction, 
where 0 is the scattering angle in the center-of-mass 
system [14]. The azimuthal angle and the impact pa
rameter, which are related to the scattering angle with 
an approximate analytical formula including the Ziegler
Biersack-Littmark (ZBL) potential [21, 79], are deter
mined by random numbers. The electronic energy loss 
in the paths between collisions is determined by the 
electronic stopping power calculated using the local-field 
correction dielectric function as described below, while 
the energy loss accompanying the (elastic) collision is 
calculated using the classical collision theory; if the 
elastic energy loss exceeds the displacement energy, a 
new recoiling atom is generated. The trajectories of a 
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projectile ion and all recoiling atoms are simulated until 
their energy falls below the surface binding energy (3.32 
eV for Be), or until the ion (recoiling atom) backscatters 
(sputters) away from the solid surface. 

The minimum energy of ions for plasmon excitation 
is much higher than 10 keV, and the ionization cross
section of the K-shell electron, even for proton impact, 
drastically decreases at energies less than 100 keV [33, 
57 (p. 24-35)]. In this study, only the excitation of 
conduction electrons is included in the inelastic inter
action with the solid. According to the Lindhard theory 
[47] for electron excitation, the energy-loss probability 
and mean free path for a projectile ion and recoiling 
atom are calculated using the local-field correction 
dielectric function from Wang and Ma [75]: 

e(k,w) = 1 - [P(k,w)/ {1 + G(k)P(k,w)}], (1) 

where P(k,w) is Lindhard' s polarizability and G(k) is the 
correction term given by Utsumi and Ichimaru [73] in 
which the correlation-exchange interaction of electron 
gas is included. The type of collision (i.e. , elastic colli
sion or excitation of a single conduction electron) is de
termined in proportion to each cross-section, and only in 
the latter case is an electron liberated. The energy of 
liberated electrons is distributed between t.E and 
t.E + Ef, depending on the density-of-state in the con
duction band, with an upper limit of energy transferred 
from the ion ( or recoiling atom) to an electron, accord
ing to Rosier and Brauer [57 (p. 24-35)] . The emission 
angle of the electrons is determined in the same manner 
as in the case of excitation of conduction electrons by 
primary electrons, whereas the scattering angle of the 
ion through the electron excitation is neglected. When 
the ion enters into a solid, it become charge-equilibrated 
after passing through a few top layers of the surface, in 
our study the distance for equilibration is assumed to be 
20 A [46], where the charge state of the ion varies line
arly from the initial charge state to the effective charge 
of moving ions according to Wang and Ma [76]. 

The calculated mean free paths of various ions (H+ , 
Be+ , c+, Ne+) and a recoiling atom (Be°) for excita
tion of an electron in beryllium are shown in Figure 2. 
The results of preliminary calculation of the proton in
elastic mean free path in aluminum are connected with 
those of the high-energy ( > 10 ke V) calculation by 
Smidts et al. [65). The probability of an electron excita
tion by ions is clearly much smaller than that by elec
trons (Fig. 1) and the probability of elastic collision by 
ions at such energy. Our calculated stopping power 
(i.e., electronic energy loss) of the ions in beryllium is 
in reasonable agreement with the empirical ZBL formula 
[79 (p. 66-108)], except at very low energies, where a 
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Figure 2. Calculated mean free paths (MFPs) of ions 
(H+, Be+, c+ and Ne+) and a neutral atom (Be°:) in 
beryllium as a function of the energy E above the Fermi 
energy EF; single conduction-electron excitation. 
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Figure 3 . Calculated electronic stopping power dE/dx I e 

of ions (H+, Be2+, c2+ and Ne2+) in beryllium as a 
function of the energy E above the Fermi energy EF. 
The thin lines are the electronic stopping power dE/ dx I e 

of the empirical ZBL formula derived by Ziegler et al. 
[79 (p. 66-108)], respectively. 

--------------------------

deviation from the linear velocity dependence of the 
stopping power is found, as shown in Figure 3. 
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a 
Primary Electron 

(0~,y.S4W) 

b Primary Electron 
(0~.S4W) 

Figure 4. Models of (a) bowl structure and (b) ripple structure for surface roughness. The profile is constructed with 
the Gaussian distribution: (a) z = Hexp[-{(x-4nw)2+(y-4nW)2}1W2]; and (b) z = Hexp[-(x-4nW)2JW2] for (4n-2)W 
~ x,y ~ (4n+2)W, n = 0, ±1, ±2, .... The Hand Ware the depth and width of the depression, respectively, and 
4W is the distance between two periodic structures. A primary particle is assumed to bombard at incident angle </> from 
surface normal to a macroscopic surface (z = 0), and the bombardment point is uniformly chosen over the range of 
x and y (0 ~ x,y ~ 4W). 

--------------------
Models for surface roughness 

Elementary models of bowl-and-ripple structures 
schematizing rough surface are designed as shown in 
Figures 4a and 4b, respectively. The profile of the sur
face is constructed with the Gaussian distribution. By 
high-fluence plasma particle (orion) bombardment, solid 
surfaces are strongly modified, and as a result, large 
roughnesses, with depression of the width W ~ 100 nm 
and the depth H = 100 nm to 10 µ.m, are observed [5] . 
The values of H and W are chosen in this study to in
clude not only large roughnesses but also atomic scale 
roughnesses ( ~ 10 nm), which are comparable to the 
maximum range R of primary electrons (e.g., R ""' 11. 8 
nm for 300 eV electrons in beryllium [23]). The bom
bardment point is randomly chosen over the ranges of x 
(0 ~ x ~ 4W) and y (0 ~ y ~ 4W). Reflection and 
deflection of primary and secondary electrons at the 
rough-textured surfaces are taken into account by apply
ing the planar surface barrier model to the microscopic 
boundary of the surface. Furthermore, due to topo
graphic features of the surface, re-entrance of electrons 
once emitted from the surface into the other part of the 
solid and then re-emission from the other surface are 
taken into account. The incident angle <I> of the 
projectile and the emission angle of secondary electrons 
finally escaping into vacuum are measured from the 
normal of the macroscopic surface (z-axis); the incident 
angle is changed in the plane including incident particle 
(the x-z plane). 

Results and Discussion 

Comparison of electron emission between electron 
and proton bombardments 

Our calculated values of the true secondary electron 
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Figure 5. Secondary electron yield o, backscattering 
coefficient r,, and the total electron yield <1 of beryllium 
for electron bombardment, as a function of the impact 
energy EP (</> = 0°). The open symbols data are from 
our calculation, the solid symbols data are from an 
experiment by Bronshtein and Dolinin [ 15]. 

--------------------------------------
yield o, the backscattering coefficient r, , and the total 
electron yield <1 of beryllium by electron bombardment 
at normal incidence are shown in Figure 5, together with 
experimental results of Bronshtein and Dolinin [15] . A 
hump is observed at around 200 e V in the experimental 
data of the backscattering coefficient due to an influence 
of electrons elastically backscattered [59]. An oscil
latory feature of the "exact" elastic PWE cross-section 
causes the hump [34], whereas, the screened Rutherford 
cross-section used in our calculation smoothed it out due 
to a high energy Born approximation. For aluminum 
and other materials, the hump may disappear in 
many backscattering electrons (r, > 0.2) suffered from 
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Figure 6. Kinetic electron yield 'Y of beryllium for 
proton bombardment, as a function of the impact energy 
EP (cj, = 0°). The squares and triangles represent emis
sion of electrons excited by a projectile proton and an 
electron cascade, respectively, and the circles are the 
sum of them. 

--------------------------------------
inelastic collisions. The calculated total electron yield 
agrees well with experiment at every impact energies. 
At high impact energies, however, the calculated true 
secondary electron yield (backscattering coefficient) is 
smaller (larger) than experimental values. Suleman and 
Pattinson [68] also observed the maximum (total) elec
tron yield of 0.68 at the impact energy of 200 eV, and 
Darlington [ 18] observed the backscattering coefficient 
of 0.05 at 9.3 keV; the former is consistent with our 
calculation, but the latter is not. The calculated electron 
yield is sensitive to the cross-sections for elastic and 
inelastic collisions of electrons in a solid. For the 
simulation of the secondary electron emission from alu
minum, Dubus et al. [20] emphasized the importance of 
the description of elastic collisions, of the choice of the 
dielectric function, and of the role of ionizing collisions. 
However, we should qualify discussion on the difference 
between the calculated and experimental values, since, 
we assume ideal surface conditions. The roughness of 
solid surfaces will be a possible reason for the discrep
ancy, although the secondary electron emission is sensi
tive to surface contamination, which may lead to the 
change in the surface potential barrier (i .e., work func
tion) [68]. As expected, the surface roughness causes a 
dispersion of incident angle of primary electrons. As 
demonstrated later, usually observed roughnesses with 
the aspect ratio H/W < 1 result in larger secondary 
electron yield in comparison with that for an "ideally" 
flat surface, because of substantial increase in the elec
tron yield with an inclined incidence [70] . However, 
specularly backscattered (reflected) electrons from an 
inclined surface re-enter into the neighboring part of the 
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surface topography; this effect decreases the backscat
tering coefficient. 

There is a clear difference, to be theoretically ex
pected, in the energy dependence of the electron yield 
between electron and proton bombardments in the ke V 
range, because of a large difference between electron 
and proton masses. At a given impact energy, the initial 
velocity of a primary electron is about two order of 
magnitude larger than that of a proton. This causes a 
large difference between the cross-sections (or mean free 
paths) for an electron excitation by electrons and by pro
tons (e.g., see, Figs. 1 and 2). In general, therefore, 
the secondary electron yield has a maximum for primary 
electron energies below 1 ke V, whereas the correspond
ing maximum is at about 100 ke V for proton bombard
ment [70] and higher for heavy-ion bombardment. As 
a result, in the ke V energy range, the secondary electron 
yield for electron bombardment becomes small as the 
impact energy is increased, whereas an opposite trend is 
found for proton bombardment as shown in Figure 6. 
Hasselkamp et al. [30] obtained the electron yield of be
ryllium by impact of 100 keV protons, and gave the 
ratio of the yield 'Y to the electronic stopping power 
dE/dx I e as 0.078 ( ± 0.003). Using the ratio together 
with our calculated stopping power (Fig. 3) or the ZBL 
stopping power [79 p. (66-108)], one can estimate the 
electron yield at 10 keV as approximately 0.7-0.8, 
which is smaller than our electron yield. This may 
cause an excess cascade multiplication of the excited 
electrons in our simulation, although, at such low ener
gies ( < 10 keV), the ratio -y/(dE/dx le) depends upon 
the impact energy [2, 37]. 

In spite of this difference between the energy de
pendences of the electron yield by electron and proton 
bombardments, the shape of the calculated energy distri
butions of electrons emitted in vacuum are similar (Figs. 
7 and 8), as reported recently [28, 29, 31 (p. 58-65)]. 
This is because the majority of electrons emitted from 
the surface are produced through the cascade of elec
trons excited by projectile particles within beryllium (see 
Fig. 6). The energy distributions have a peak at an 
energy of less than 5 eV. Its location depends slightly 
on the energy of the projectile, whereas the shape of the 
distribution depends on the energy differently for elec
tron and proton bombardments. With increasing energy 
for electron bombardment, the high-energy component 
of the distribution decreases; for proton bombardment 
the opposite trend is calculated, as obtained experimen
tally [28, 29, 31 (p. 58-65)]. This difference between 
electron and proton bombardments is understood also 
from the cross-section (mean free path) for an electron 
excitation by electrons and protons (Figs. 1 and 2). For 
electron bombardment, as the impact energy increases, 
most secondary electrons are produced in deeper regions 
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Table 1. Excitation depth distributions of electrons emitted from beryllium for 1-4 keV electron and proton 
bombardments. 

Ep 
(keV) 0-20 20-40 40-60 

e - 78.11 % 17.27% 3.40% 
lH+ 80.68% 16.34% 2.44% 

e - 77.83% 15.33% 3.40% 
2H+ 80.99% 15.96% 2.52% 

e - 75.48% 15.12% 3.31 % 
3H+ 81.70% 15.12% 2.60% 

e - 74.14% 14.83% 3.14% 
4H+ 81.75% 15.12% 2.56% 
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Figure 7. Energy distributions of secondary electrons 
emitted from beryllium for electron bombardment(</> = 
0°). The th.in solid curve is an experimental distribution 
for EP = 960 eV, obtained by Koshikawa et al. [41] . 

------ -------------------
of the solid, where the energy of a primary electron is 
reduced to several tens of eV, and the excited electrons 
lose more energy due to many inelastic collisions in their 
transport to the surface. For proton bombardment, most 
of secondary electrons are excited in shallower regions 
of the solid, where an ion is more energetic and excited 
electrons lose less energy. The calculated distributions 
roughly agree with the observed ones [29, 41]; for elec
tron bombardment, however, the peak position shifts ,.. 
1 eV towards the high-energy side, and the shape of the 
distribution is slightly broader than the observed distri
butions [41]. For resolving this disagreement, detailed 
discussions on our models (e.g., energy and angular dis
tribution of each electron excitation process) should be 
done [17, 35] . For example, an increase in the excita
tion probability of two or more electrons by a plasmon 

Excitation depth (A) 
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Figure 8. Energy distributions of electrons emitted 
from beryllium for proton bombardment(</> = 0°). The 
thin solid curve is an experimental distribution for ~ = 
500 keV, obtained by Hasselkamp et al. [29]. 

decay produces more low-energy electrons to be emitted, 
because the plasmon energy is distributed among more 
electrons. This lowering of the energy distribution re
sults in an increase in the secondary electron yield at the 
same time. Furthermore, when surface roughness is 
considered in our simulation, the distribution is expected 
to shift towards the low-energy side, as described later. 

It is also found that secondary electrons emitted 
from the surface originate mainly within a depth of less 
than 40 A (Table 1). This is consistent with experimen
tal data of low-energy electron escape depth for metals 
by Seiler [62] and theoretical calculations by Ono and 
Kanaya [53] (the most probable escape depth ,.. 31 A). 
Furthermore, secondary electrons emitted from larger 
depths increase as the impact energy is increased since 
the mean energy of secondary electrons becomes large 
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with increasing projectile energy. Electron excitations 
by protons occur near the surface before the protons lose 
much of their energy since the cross-section (mean free 
path) of the electron excitation decreases (increases) with 
decreasing energy. Also, the energy of electrons excited 
by ke V protons is below 100 e V, which is much smaller 
than that by primary electrons. It is difficult for the 
low-energy electrons excited in a deep region to escape 
from the surface due to strong elastic and inelastic inter
actions in beryllium. As a result, kinetic electron emis
sion by proton bombardment is shallower than secondary 
electron emission by electron bombardment. 

Since all electron emission processes are subject to 
statistical fluctuations, the secondary electron yield is the 
mean of a statistical distribution over the individual 
probabilities W n for emission of n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... elec
trons per impinging projectile particle. In many experi
ments [4, 7, 11, 12, 19, 39, 43, 44, 77), statistics of 
ion-induced kinetic electron emission was investigated 
and considerable deviations from the Poisson distribution 
P0 (r) with the mean value 'Y, 

p n<r) = (~ / n!) exp(-r), (2) 

were observed. As already shown [52, 77), a critical 
comparison of the electron emission statistics with the 
Poisson distribution can be made by plotting ratios of 
relative probabilities W n+ 1/W n versus the corresponding 
expressions of the related Poisson distribution: 

(3) 
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In Figures 9 and 10, we show such relations obtain
ed from the present simulation for beryllium bombarded 
by electrons and protons, respectively. The deviations 
of the electron emission statistics from the Poisson 
distribution are similar to those previously described for 
gold bombarded by protons [52). The ratios Wn+l/Wn 
for n ~ 1 are greater than the Poisson values, whereas 
the ratios for n = 0 are smaller. These deviations result 
from both a larger WO and larger W 

0
s for higher n 

emission (n ~ 2). 
The backscattering of projectile particles causes two 

effects on the particle-induced electron emission: one is 
an additional excitation of electrons near the surface by 
the projectile on its way out, and the other is backscat
tering immediately after incidence without exciting elec
trons. The former produces the high n emission and the 
latter produces the large W0. For beryllium, the back
scattering coefficient is very small for electrons and 
protons; therefore, the deviation from the Poisson dis
tribution due to the backscattering effects is small. 

In general, the electron multiplication due to the 
cascade process produces the high n emission in the 
electron emission statistics; the probability W n (n ~ 2) 
increases. However, excess multiplication decreases the 
kinetic energy of each electron so that fewer electrons 
can be emitted from the surface through the surface po
tential barrier; then, the probability WO increases. Fur
thermore, at high impact energies, electrons excited by 
the electron cascade have difficulty in escaping from the 
surface due to the deep generation depth leading to 
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strong interactions with the ionic cores and conduction 
electrons. Therefore, with increasing impact energy, the 
deviation of the probability W0 (i.e., W/W0) from the 
Poisson distribution is enhanced. Electron emission sta
tistics for electron bombardment largely deviate from the 
Poisson distribution, in comparison with those for proton 
bombardment. The energy transferred from a projectile 
to a secondary electron for electron bombardment is 
much larger than that for proton bombardment. This re
sults in stronger multiplication of secondary electrons in 
the electron cascade process, as a result , the larger W n 
(n ~ 2) and larger W0 are produced. 

Heavy-ion-induced kinetic electron emission 

Potential emission (PE) occurs for positive-ion bom
bardment even at a very low impact energy if the poten
tial energy of the ion exceeds twice the work function of 
the metal surface. Kinetic emission (KE) occurs inside 
the solid both for ions and neutral atoms if they give 
metal electrons sufficient kinetic energy to overcome the 
surface potential barrier. As a result, KE is subject to 
an impact energy (velocity) threshold. To a first 
approximation, the KE threshold energy is convention
ally calculated from the condition that the maximum 
energy transfer from a projectile ion in a head-on colli
sion with a nearly free conduction electron is equal to 
the surface work function: Eth = (1/2)°¾ivth2 and vlh = 
(1/2)vp{(l + 4>/Ep) 112 - 1}, where °¾> and vF is the 
projectile mass and the Fermi velocity, respectively. 
Thus, for a beryllium surface, the KE threshold energy 
is about 172 eV/u (where "u" = unified mass unit). As 
shown in Figure 11, our calculated KE yield decreases 
with decreasing impact energy and with increasing mass 
of the projectile ion, due to insufficient excitation of 
electrons (Fig. 2) and due to small energy transferred to 
the electrons, respectively , and it vanishes at the conven
tional KE threshold: 172 eV for H+, 2058 eV for c+, 
and 3429 eV for Ne+; the heavier the ion is, the higher 
is the threshold energy. Elastic collisions with ionic 
cores will cause the projectile ion to lose some of its 
kinetic energy and therefore to excite less electrons, 
whereas they produce sufficiently energetic recoiling 
atoms that can produce electron excitation. Therefore, 
as described in many publications [9, 31 (p. 30), 33, 
60], an additional contribution of recoiling atoms on KE 
is expected to arise for heavy-ions (C+ and Ne+) in a 
low-atomic-number solid as beryllium, due to a smaller 
KE threshold energy: 1545 eV for excitation of electrons 
by recoiling Be atom. However, within our convention
al model of conduction electron excitation by recoil 
atoms, the contribution to the total KE yield is very 
small, as was the case for the light ions. This can be 
explained, within our model calculations, to result from 
few large-angle scattering of the projectile ion, produc-
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ing recoiling Be atoms with the energies of more than 
the KE threshold (1545 eV), near the surface(=:;; 20 A). 
Other mechanisms, e.g., electron promotion, as discus
sed below, may also be important for electron excitation 
by recoil atoms, as well as the projectile ion, in the 
solid. 

Recent investigations for heavy-ion impact on clean 
polycrystalline gold have revealed a considerably smaller 
KE threshold energy (10 eV/u) than the conventional 
value [3, 45]. For keV heavy-ions, the inner-shell elec
tron excitation by electron promotion in projectile-atom 
collisions, proposed by Ploch [54], may be the dominant 
process of KE [6, 8, 33]. If the collision between the 
ion and a solid atom proceeds closely, a temporary mol
ecule can be formed . One or more inner-shell electrons 
may be excited into the conduction band and emitted 
from the atoms during the collision. Since the energy of 
electrons liberated by the electron promotion mechanism 
stems from excited solid and/or projectile atoms, just as 
inelastic processes involving atoms in the gas phase [2], 
it will be considerably higher than that transferred di
rectly from a head-on collision of the projectile with an 
electron. In fact, the measurements by Baragiola et al. 
[10] show that the energy distribution of emitted elec
trons extends up to a surprisingly large fraction of the 
center-of-mass energy, which results from nearly head
on collisions between the projectile and a solid atom. 
By choosing the maximum energy E~ of excited conduc
tion electrons to 4~m./(~ +IJ\) E, the ion will be 
found to produce KE at much lower impact energies 
than the conventional threshold [36); here~ and D\ are 
the masses of projectile ions and target solid atoms, re
spectively, and Eis the instantaneous projectile energy 
in the solid. This convenient approximation of the elec
tron promotion with the large Em ("" 0.56E) for Arq+ 
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( q = 1, 2) impact on Au gives a much lower threshold 
than the conventional KE threshold of 4.7 keV, which is 
consistent with recent measurements (10 eV/u) [45]. 

The energy distribution of electrons emitted into 
vacuum generally presents a high peak at several eV 
followed by a monotonically decreasing tail. The full 
width at half maximum (FWHM) of this peak slowly in
creases with the ion energy. Oda et al. [50] measured 
the energy distribution of electrons emitted from clean 
Ta by ke V noble-gas atoms. Since the projectiles are 
neutral and mainly in their ground state, the distributions 
correspond to KE. At 5 keV, the peak of the distribu
tions, around 2-3 eV, occurs at progressively lower en
ergies as the projectile becomes heavier, from He to Kr. 
There is also a longer high-energy tail that is more pro
nounced for the lighter projectile. As an example, in 
Figure 12, we present the distributions calculated with 
irradiation of beryllium by H+, Be+, c+ and Ne+ ions. 
The variation of the calculated energy distribution agrees 
with the experiment. This may be understood from de
crease in the maximum energy of primary electrons ex
cited by heavier projectiles: Em "" 2ffie{Vp + (vp/2)}2 

where file and vp are the electron mass and the projectile 
velocity, respectively [57 (p. 24-35)]. At impact energy 
EP = 10 ke V, the maximum energy Em is 71 e V for 
H+, 28 eV for Be+, 26 eV for c+, and 23 eV for 
Ne+. This results from the larger difference of the 
masses between the projectile ion and the excited 
electron. 

Once the ions (or neutrals) enter into a solid, they 
become charge-equilibrated after passing through a few 
top layers ( < several tens A) of the surface. If Cou
lomb interaction prevails, as in the high-energy range 
( < 1 MeV), the KE yield should be proportional to the 
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square of the charge state of the projectile for a given 
target material and at the same projectile velocity. For 
impact energies below 100 keV, however, no effect of 
the ion was observed for KE [31 (p. 71-74)]. This is 
understandable if all ions are neutralized in front of the 
surface by multiple resonance neutralization. If the ion 
passes the crucial zone of interaction in front of the sur
face too fast, the neutralization will not be complete, es
pecially for highly charged ions, so that the ion is par
tially neutralized and penetrates into the solid with acer
tain charged state. Recently, Vana et al. [74] allowed 
the separation of KE contribution from PE by fitting ve
locity-dependence of total electron yield to an empirical 
expression near the KE threshold region. Their results 
showed that the KE contribution also depends on the ini
tial charge state q, as well as the PE contribution. In 
our treatment of KE from metals under slow ion impact, 
the nearly-free-electron model describes the conduction 
electron in a first-order approximation. The stopping 
power calculated using the model is generally in good 
agreement with the empirical formulae even at the ener
gies of 100 eV (Fig. 3), and in general, it also shows a 
clear q-dependence as expected (not shown here). As 
shown in Figure 13, as the initial charge state, or the 
impact energy, is increased, our calculated KE yield be
comes large due to the enhanced probability of electron 
excitation by the projectile ion. This q-dependence of 
the KE yield shows a trend opposite to that observed by 
Vana et al. [74], who explained their results by the 
electron promotion mechanism described above. 

Further, information on the heavy-ion-induced 
electron emission at low impact energies near the KE 
threshold, where the differentiation between PE and KE 
is difficult, can be obtained using the electron emission 
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statistics (ES). The KE process is based on a random 
series of elastic and inelastic collisions of the projectile 
particle, recoiling atoms, and excited electrons in the 
solid. Therefore, for the calculated ES, there is a large 
spread (wider than the Poisson distribution) in the num
ber of emitted electrons, and the probability for emission 
of each number of electrons decreases with decreasing 
impact energy. On the other hand, the PE process can 
eject electrons, the number of which is dependent on the 
charge state of ions approaching a solid surface ( or the 
potential energy); this number never vanishes, even at 
very low energy ( < 100 eV), as we demonstrated re
cently [36] . The energy and angular distributions of 
low-energy electrons ( < 20 e V) emitted from metal sur
face under multi-charged heavy-ion bombardment (as 
well as under electron and proton bombardments) for a 
given ion species and impact energy are the result of an 
electron cascade process. The gross features of the cal
culated distributions are, therefore, independent of the 
initial charge state, so long as the electron cascade 
multiplication is sufficiently developed in the solid. 

Surface roughness effect on secondary electron 
emission 

For electron bombardment, the total secondary elec
tron yield <1 is shown in Figures 14a and 14b for bowl
and-ripple structured surfaces, respectively, as a function 
of the aspect ratio H/W of the roughness; these are cal
culated by changing H and keeping W constant. The 
yield <1 includes backscattering electrons (~ 50 eV). 
For a flat surface, the yield o of true secondary electrons 
(~ 50 eV) is calculated as 0.54 at primary electron en
ergy EP = 300 eV (<1 = 0.63), whereas the backscatter
ing coefficient ri is 0.092. With increasing H/W, <1 be
comes greater than that for the flat surface, whereas for 
large H/W, <1 is smaller. As long as primary electrons 
are normally incident on the macroscopic surface, the 
following effects of surface roughness on the physical 
processes in the secondary electron emission are consid
ered: (1) low-energy electrons, which cannot escape 
from a flat surface due to energy loss during their trans
port to the surface and deflection of the electron trajec
tory by the surface potential barrier, can escape from an 
inclined plane of the rough surface; we henceforth call 
this "effect of an inclined surface"; and (2) the second
ary electrons emitted from the surface with large emis
sion angles re-enter into an adjacent part of the surface 
topography; this effect is henceforth called "effect of re
entrance". For small H/W, the "effect of an inclined 
surface" causes an increase in <1. With increasing H/W, 
a part of the secondary electrons emitted near the bottom 
of the rough surface begins to re-enter into the adjacent 
part of the surface; this leads to a maximum variation of 
<1 with H/W. For large H/W, this effect of re-entrance 
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is dominant so that <1 becomes smaller than that for the 
flat surface. 

For bombardment oflow-energy electrons, since the 
spatial distribution of trajectories of the electrons (e.g., 
the electron range R) in the solid is much narrower than 
Hand W (R = 11.8 nm in Be at EP = 300 eV [23]), 
the two effects of surface roughness are related only to 
the type of topography (e.g., ripple, bowl, fractal, etc.), 
being independent of H and W. For ripple-structured 
surfaces, secondary electrons emitted perpendicularly to 
the rippled direction (x-direction) never re-enter the sur
face, whereas for bowl-structured surface, a part of the 
microscopic surface is partially flat. The former causes 
a higher peak in <1 as H/W varies for the ripple struc
ture, and the latter causes a lower peak and a slower 
change in the <1-variation for the bowl structure. For 
bombardment of high-energy electrons, since the trajec
tory distribution becomes large {it can be comparable or 
larger than W (R :::::: 56.2 nm at EP = 1 keV [23])}, the 
two effects of surface roughness cannot be clearly distin
guished from each other; furthermore, re-entered elec
trons may be re-emitted from opposite side of the sur
face; as a result, u largely depends on Hand W. 

Experimental data for <1 are relatively few as 
compared to those for heavy-particle backscattering and 
sputtering; the data show large scatters among experi
ments; e.g., at EP = 300 eV, 0.54 (Bronshtein and 
Dolinin [15]), 0.83 (Forman [25]) and 0.67 (Suleman 
and Pattinson [68]). Since the change in calculated <1 

due to change in H/W is larger than the scatter of the <1 

data, the surface roughness of target materials may be 
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one of the possible reasons for the large scatter in the 
experimental data. However, since the majority of the 
secondary electrons have energies below 20 eV, the cal
culated <1 is strongly affected by the surface potential 
barrier, the magnitude of which is taken as 19.06 eV in 
this study. As a result, a more important reason for the 
large scatter in the experimental data may be surface 
contamination, which leads to a change in the surface 
potential barrier (i.e., the work function). For example, 
Suleman and Pattinson (68] observed that the maximum 
yield <1 is 0.68 for a clean Be surface, and changes to 
4.16 upon oxidation. 

Figure 15 shows the energy dependence of the cal
culated <1 as a function of H/W for bowl-structured sur
faces, along with that for a flat surface. For small 
H/W, due to the dominant effect of the inclined surface, 
<1 is larger than that for the flat surface (in all the 
energies EP calculated), whereas, for large H/W, <T is 
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smaller (larger) at low (high) Ep_because of fast (slow) 
decrease in <1 with increasing H/W. As a result, the de
crease in <1 with increasing EP ( ~ 200 e V) is suppressed 
because of large roughness, and <1 is approximately in
dependent of ~ (300-1000 e V) for the largest H/W ( = 
100). 

The increase in <1 due to the effect of the inclined 
surface should be accompanied by an increase of the 
low-energy component in the energy distribution, since 
low-energy electrons that cannot escape from the flat 
surface due to inelastic energy loss during their transport 
to the surface, can escape from an inclined plane of the 
rough surface. On the other hand, the effect of re-en
trance decreases secondary electrons with large emission 
angles. In Figures 16 and 17, the energy and angular 
distributions of emitted electrons are shown for bowl
structured surfaces of H/W = 0 (flat), 0.6, 2.8 and 20 
at EP = 300 eV, <I> = 0° and W = 25 nm; for which <1 
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Figure 17. Angular distributions of secondary electrons emitted from flat and bowl-structured beryllium surfaces with 
different depths Hand constant width W = 25 nm (Ep = 300 eV, <I> = 0°): (a) H = 0 nm (H/W = 0: flat); (b) H 
= 15 nm (H/W = 0.6); (c) H = 70 nm (H/W = 2.8); and (d) H = 500 nm (H/W = 20). The dotted straight lines 
represent the cosine distribution: the number of electrons emitted in a unit solid angle is proportional to cos8 (8: the 
emission angle measured from the surface normal). 

----------------------------------·----
is 0.63, 0.75, 0.97 (maximum) and 0.73, respectively. 
The effect of the inclined surface is dominant in the case 
of Figure 16b and the effect of re-entrance is clearly ob
served in the case of Figure 16d, although, in these two 
figures, the energy distributions as well as the values of 
CT are approximately the same. However, backscattering 
of primary electrons, which produces a small contribu-
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tion to total electrons emitted, slightly increases with 
increasing H/W, and tend to decrease with further in
creasing H/W due to the dominant effect of re-entrance; 
the backscattering coefficient "f/ is 0.092 (flat), 0.094 
(H/W = 0.6), 0.090 (H/W = 2.8) and 0.061 (H/W = 
20). The angular distribution of electrons emitted from 
the flat surface agrees well with a cosine distribution 
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Figure 18. Comparison of the energy distribution of 
electrons emitted from a bowl-structured surface (Ep = 
1 keV, cJ, = 0°, H = 10 nm, W = 25 nm: H/W = 0.4) 
with the distribution obtained by Koshikawa et al. [41]. 
The solid and dashed lines correspond to the energy 
distributions emitted from the bowl and a flat (H/W = 
0) surface, respectively, whereas the thin line 
corresponds to the experimental one. 

(shown by the dotted straight line in Fig. 17): the num
ber of electrons emitted in a unit solid angle is propor
tional to cos0 (0 is the emission angle measured from the 
surface normal) . The physical origin of the cosine dis
tribution is an isotropic spatial development of the elec
tron collision processes in a solid. On the other hand, 
secondary electrons emitted from the bowl-structured 
surface (in particular, from the bottom of the surface) 
with large emission angles, re-enter the adjacent surface. 
This effect of re-entrance leads to angular distribution of 
over-cosine type (i.e., enhanced emission in the normal 
direction) . By introducing surface topography, the peak 
position of the energy distribution of secondary electrons 
varies from 2-3 eV to 1-2 eV, and the distribution be
comes narrow. These changes result in better agreement 
with the observed distribution [41] (Fig. 18), although, 
for large H/W, the distribution is narrower than the 
observed one. Figure 19 shows the doubly differential 
electron yields d2a/dE

8
d0 calculated with respect to the 

energy E
8 

and angle 0 of electrons emitted from flat and 
bowl-structureq surfaces for normal incidence. 

The incident angle cJ, has a strong influence on sec
ondary electron emission. By changing the incidence 
from normal to oblique angles, the path length of the 
projectile within an electron escape depth is prolonged, 
and thereby, the deposition of energy with excitation of 
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secondary electrons (also the secondary electron yield) 
increases. A simple geometric model [67], which as
sumes constant excitation of electrons along the projec
tile trajectory in the electron escape depth and disregards 
the elastic scattering of the projectile, leads us to a 
simple relation, a(cJ,)/a(O) = (cos¢r1 (i.e., inverse co
sine law); here a(¢) and a(O) are the secondary electron 
yields at an incident angle cJ, and at normal incidence, 
respectively. In the keV or lower energy range, the as
sumptions in the model breakdown, and the calculated 
incident-angle dependence, which agrees with the ob
served dependence [15] for angles of more than 60°, de
viates from the inverse cosine law: at projectile energy 
EP = 300 eV, a(60°)/a(O) = 1.59 (calculation with a 
flat surface), and = 1.6 (according to the experiment by 
Bronshtein and Dolinin [15]). The surface roughness in
fluences the incident-angle dependence of the secondary 
electron emission in the following manner. One is the 
dispersion of incident angle to the microscopic boundary 
of the rough surface. This results in a relatively small 
increase in a with increasing cJ, in comparison with that 
for the flat surface; e.g., a(60°)/a(O) = 1.23 for H = 
75 nm and W = 25 nm. The other is the blocking of 
the projectile electrons bombarding near the bottom of 
the roughness. This results in a suppression of the re
entrance of electrons in the case of oblique incidence, so 
that for large roughness (H/W > 10) the incident-angle 
dependence is enhanced (e.g., a(60°)/a(O) = 1.92 for H 
= 750 nm and W = 25 nm). 

Figure 20 shows the doubly differential yields 
d2a/dE

8
d0 of electrons emitted in the forward (x < 0) 

and backward (x > 0) directions from a bowl-structured 
surface with obliquely incident electrons. A strong an
isotropy between forward and backward directions is 
caused by the topographic feature of the surface. Be
cause of dominant bombardment to an inclined plane 
(2W ~ x ~ 4W) of the surface, the number of second
ary electrons emitted in the forward direction (x < 0) 
decreases, whereas it increases in the backward direction 
(x > 0). Also, the enhanced emission in the backward 
direction is accompanied with the low-energy shift of the 
energy distribution (due to emission of low-energy elec
trons from the inclined plane), as well as the large-angle 
emission ( due to blocking of the projectile bombardment 
near the bottom of the surface) . 

In our model, the surface roughness is described in 
an oversimplified way by bowl-and-ripple structured sur
faces and only the topographic effects on the secondary 
electron emission are discussed, in spite of possible 
changes in the surface work function as well as compli
cated topographies of plasma facing material surfaces. 
Furthermore, in any plasma, a plasma sheath develops. 
The plasma sheath may force "primary electrons" to 
bombard the surface perpendicular to the microscopic 
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Figtre 19. Doubly differential secondary electron yield 
d2o-/c'E

8
d0 with respect to the energy E

8 
and polar angle 

0 of secondary electrons emitted from flat and bowl
strucured surfaces for normal incidence of 300-e V 
electons. 

rougmess plane. The effects of the inclined surface and 
re-ertrance will occur even in these real conditions be
cause, they are related mainly to the energy loss of "sec
onda)' electrons" in the solid and the topographic fea
turesof the surface, from which secondary electrons can 
escaJe. Nevertheless, due to fractal features or over
lapping of many structures with different Ws and Hs, 
the 1'¥0 effects may not be clearly distinguishable from 
each other. 
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Figure 20. Doubly differential secondary electron yield 
d2a/dE

8
d0 with respect to the energy E

8 
and polar angle 

0 of secondary electrons emitted in the forward direction 
(x < 0) and backward direction (x > 0), from a bowl
structured surface for oblique incidence (</> = 60°) of 
300-e V electrons. 

---------------------
Conclusions 

We have reported on our simulation models of ki
netic electron emission from a metal surface due to ion 
bombardment as well as of secondary electron emission 
due to electron bombardment, and described theoretical 
treatments used for elastic and inelastic interactions of a 
projectile particle and excited electrons in the solid. 
Applications to beryllium, which is one of the candidate 
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materials for plasma facing components in thermonuclear 
fusion devices, reveal some interesting physics. The 
main points of our numerical simulation are as follows: 

(1) We studied the electron emission under electron 
and proton bombardments at ke V energy range by means 
of the Monte Carlo model. Due to the difference be
tween the cross-sections for electronic excitation by pri
mary electrons and by protons, the calculated electron 
yield by electron bombardment decreased with increas
ing impact energy, whereas an opposite trend was found 
for proton bombardment. Despite the opposite energy 
dependence of the electron yields, the energy distribution 
of electrons emitted from a beryllium surface by proton 
bombardment is similar to that by electron bombard
ment. The energy distribution peaked at an energy of 
about 3 e V and broadened towards high-energy side as 
the impact energy of electrons (protons) decreases (in
creases). The similarity of the energy distributions for 
electron and proton bombardments occurs because the 
majority of electrons emitted are produced through the 
electron cascade process in which each electron was ex
cited by a projectile. Electrons emitted from the surface 
originate mainly within a depth of less than 40 A, and 
the excitation depth of the electrons for proton bombard
ment is shallower than that for electron bombardment, 
dependant on the cross-section of electron excitations. 
With respect to the electron emission statistics, i.e., the 
probabilities W n for emission of a given number n of 
electrons due to a single impact event, deviations from 
the Poisson distribution are seen: a larger WO and larger 
W ns for high n emission (n ~ 2). These deviations are 
explained with the backscattering of projectile particles 
and the cascade generation of electrons. The 
backscattering effect is small. Due to a larger energy 
transferred from a primary electron to a secondary elec
tron, the electron cascade by electron bombardment de
velops extensively than that by proton bombardment, so 
that the emission statistics for electron bombardment 
deviates further from the Poisson distribution. 

(2) The Monte Carlo model was applied to analyz
ing the effect of electron excitation by recoiling solid 
atoms, projectile charge state and projectile mass, and its 
threshold energy on the kinetic emission due to heavy
ion bombardment. To a first approximation of excita
tion of conduction electrons, the KE threshold energy 
(the electron yield) becomes higher (smaller) because of 
less energy transferred from a heavier ion to an electron 
for a given ion energy; the energy of emitted electrons 
is progressively lower as the ion gets heavier. With the 
increasing projectile initial charge state, the calculated 
electron yield becomes large; in this study, we only con
sidered the excitation of conduction electrons by the ion. 
In the electron emission statistics, probabilities for emis
sion decreases with the decreasing impact energy, al-
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though potential e011ss1on mechanism produced elec
trons, even at a very low impact energy. The peak of 
the energy distribution (as well as the shape of distri
bution) of emitted electrons was independent of the 
charge state of the projectile. 

(3) The Monte Carlo simulation of the secondary 
electron emission from beryllium was combined with the 
model of the bowl- and ripple-structured surfaces. The 
emphasis was placed on the effect of surface roughness 
on the secondary electron yield as well as on the energy 
and angular distribution of secondary electrons. As long 
as the primary electron is incident normal to the rough 
surface, the following two effects, due to topographic 
features of the surface, were demonstrated: (a) emis
sion of low-energy electrons, from an inclined plane, 
which cannot escape from a flat surface due to inelastic 
energy loss in their transport to the surface, increases 
secondary electron yield and the low-energy component 
in the energy distribution; and (b) re-entrance of once
emitted electrons into the adjacent part of the topograph
ic surface decreases the secondary electron yield and the 
number of electrons emitted with large oblique angles. 
As a result, the primary energy at which the maximum 
yield occurs is higher, and the decrease in the yield at 
the primary energies of more than the peak energy is 
lower than that for a flat surface. Furthermore, the 
shape of the energy distribution of secondary electrons 
shifted by 1-2 eV towards the low-energy side, a cosine 
distribution is obtained. 

The similarity between secondary electron emissions 
for normal (incident angle c/> = 0°) and oblique inci
dences (incident angle c/>) on a rough-textured beryllium 
is the small increase in <1 with increasing </>; this results 
from the change in incident angle due to the surface 
topography. The difference is the blocking of primary 
electrons from bombarding near the bottom of the rough 
areas at oblique incidence; this results in a suppression 
of the re-entrance of electrons emitted at large angles 
into an adjacent part of the topographic surface. For 
oblique incidence, the number of secondary electrons 
emitted in the forward direction (as for example, the 
specular reflection of primary electrons) decreases, 
whereas, it increases in the backward direction. The 
secondary electron emission in the backward direction is 
accompanied with the low-energy shift of the energy 
distribution. 
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Discussions with Reviewers 

W.O. Hofer: What is the physical meaning of the word 
"direct" in the direct Monte Carlo simulation? 
Authors: Conventional Monte Carlo simulation derives 
the average rate of the energy loss of a particle from the 
electronic stopping power on the basis of a continuous 
slowing-down approximation. One can properly talk of 
"direct simulation" when incorporating differential cross
sections for each of the inelastic processes, e.g., conduc
tion electron, plasmon and inner-shell electron excita
tions (that one hope to represent more or less correctly 
the true physical process). Therefore, we use the word 
"direct Monte Carlo simulation" for secondary electron 
emission by electron bombardment. 

D. Hasselkamp: You have applied the simulation meth
od to beryllium, are the results typical also for other 
metals? 
Authors: We have applied our simulation model not 
only to beryllium and aluminum, but also to gold which 
is not a nearly-free-electron metal but a transition metal. 
The calculated electron emission statistics of gold, by 
impact of protons, reproduce the observed deviation 
from the Poisson distribution, which is larger than that 
of beryllium, due to larger backscattering of projectile 
ions [83]. Furthermore, the calculated electron yield 
and electron energy distribution are reasonable. 



K. Ohya and J. Kawata 

D. Hasselkamp: Plasmon decay leads to an observable 
shoulder in the energy spectra of Mg and Al. Why is 
no comparable structure visible in your calculations for 
Be? 
Authors: In our simulation, bulk plasmons are not di
rectly excited by a projectile ion, but they are excited in 
the electron cascade process as well as by a projectile 
electron. The large angle scattering of a projectile par
ticle in Be is rare in comparison with Mg and Al, ac
cording to differential collision cross-section of elastic 
collision with ionic cores [51, 84]. This causes a longer 
range of the projectile in Be and a deeper excitation of 
electrons by the projectile, so that the electrons excited 
by a plasmon decay lose more energy through inelastic 
interactions in the solid. As a result, there is no 
shoulder in the energy distribution, but the plasmon 
decay causes both high-energy shift of the peak position 
and broadening of its shape. 

D. Hasselkamp: Is there a simple relationship between 
the electron yields for proton impact and the correspond
ing inelastic energy loss at energies below 10 ke V? 
R. Baragiola: How do the authors describe the ion
induced electron emission from the calculation of the 
electronic stopping power? 
Authors: The ratio between the calculated electron 
yield and the electronic stopping power becomes small 
as the impact energy is decreased at ke V range. This is 
due to small energy transferred from a projectile ion to 
an electron, so that we no longer have the well-defined 
cascade multiplication of electrons, which can escape 
from the surface potential barrier. Therefore, the rela
tionship between electron yield and the inelastic energy 
loss may be complicated and we have no explicit expres
sion, although at higher impact energies, where the elec
tron cascade is fully developed, the electron yield tends 
to be proportional to the electronic stopping power. 

J. Schou: What is the reason that the calculated stop
ping power in Figure 3 is much less than that from the 
Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark formula? 
Authors: The deviation at energies less than 100 eV 
may be due to strongly coupled correlation-exchange in
teractions of electron gas, as Valdes et al. (85] calcu
lated more exactly. The lowest energies available for 
the ZBL compilation are about 10 keV and the ZBL 
formula used here is extrapolated down to much smaller 
energies, i.e., 10 eV, assuming velocity-proportional de
pendence {or (velocity)°·5-proportional in Be}. For 
energies below a few keV the Oen-Robinson stopping 
power is the better choice according to range and 
variance calculation using TRIM.SP code (82], and the 
stopping power deviates from the ZBL extrapolation in 
the same manner as our calculated one (81]. 
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J. Schou: The authors have made an interesting model 
for surface roughness and studied the influence on the 
yield, the energy spectra and the angular distribution. 
What happens if features of other shapes, e.g. (sharp) 
cones, cover the surface? Another point is that one may 
expect to have a distribution of surfaces features of dif
ferent size present at the same time. What would be the 
result of such an inhomogeneous distribution of features 
for the yield and spectra? 
Authors: The sharp-cone shaped surface structure may 
be analogous to our calculations for large aspect ratio of 
the roughness. In this case, due to dominant effect of 
re-entrance, the calculated electron yield becomes 
smaller than that for a flat surface. Secondary electrons 
are mostly emitted near the top of the roughness, where 
the effect of the inclined surface is dominant, as a result, 
the low-energy shift of the energy distribution and the 
large angle emission as well as the peak of small angle 
will be obtained. Even if other shapes or any 
distribution of surface features of different sizes are 
present, the topological effect of the roughness discussed 
here, almost only depends on H/W or the slope of the 
inclined plane as long as the range of the projectile 
particle or the escape depth of secondary electrons is 
smaller than the roughness. Therefore, the average 
H/W may be an important factor for evaluating the 
electron yield, the energy and angular distribution of 
emitted electrons. 

R. Baragiola: Is there a kinetic energy threshold in the 
model for kinetic electron emission for ions? 
Authors: A free-electron gas model of the conduction 
band is in this study used to obtain single electron exci
tation by a projectile ion, therefore, the calculated KE 
yield vanishes at the conventional threshold calculated 
from a head-on collision of the projectile ion with an 
electron, as described in the text. We are aware that, at 
low impact energies of ke V or less, other electron-exci
tation mechanisms, e.g., electron promotion by heavy 
projectiles, will be dominant to the kinetic emission. 
Our tentative and approximate KE model, due to the 
electron promotion, produces KE at much lower ener
gies than the conventional threshold (36]. 

H.-J. Fitting: You have used plasmon dispersion, but 
how did you weigh the cross-section for excitation of 
liwpCq = 0) up to the cut-off value liwpC'lc)? 
Authors: A simple Drude dielectric function [72] is 
used for the excitation of bulk plasmons with the ener
gies from liwpCq = 0) to /iwp(qc), together with the plas
mon dispersion relation. Although the Drude function 
includes the plasmon damping effect and gives an excita
tion of the plasmons with the energies less than liwpCq = 
0), we cut off the excitation at liwpCq = 0) in our study. 
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H.-J. Fitting: The agreement of calculated and experi
mentally obtained backscattering fractions is a necessary 
quality proof of the Monte Carlo program used. There 
are still some deviations in Figure 5 between your calcu
lated 71(Ep) values and the measured ones of Bronshtein. 
What is the reason for these deviations? 
Authors: In this study, the elastic scattering angle (as 
well as the elastic mean free path) of a primary electron 
is evaluated using the screened Rutherford formula. The 
formula does not produce any oscillatory features in the 
differential cross-section at energies less than 100 eV 
and gives stronger scattering with large angles in com
parison with the PWE (partial wave expansion) cross
section with the solid state potential for light materials 
[51]. It seems that the no-oscillatory feature causes no 
hump in 71(Ep < 500 eV), whereas the large angle scat
tering causes larger 71. Nevertheless, as reasons for the 
deviations, one may point out the effect of surface 
roughness that we have discussed, as well as change in 
the work function due to the surface contaminations. 

M. Rosier: Normally, the excitation of conduction elec
trons by charged particles at normal incidence is pre
dominantly directed in the inward direction. Therefore, 
the contribution of directly emitted electrons is less than 
10 % of the contribution determined by the electron cas
cade. What is the reason for the distinct higher ratio 
obtained from your calculation (Fig. 6)? 
Authors: The excitation energy of an electron by a pro
ton (i.e., the energy transfer from a proton to an elec
tron) is much smaller than that by a primary electron, 
therefore, the cascade multiplication of the electron is in
sufficiently developed. This leads to small electron yield 
due to proton impact in ke V energy range and large con
tribution of direct emitted electrons: e.g., at EP = 3 
keV, 0.163 and 34.6%, respectively, as shown in Figure 
6. Furthermore, even due to impact of primary elec
tron, the direct contribution largely depends on the 
primary energy: 22.4% and 9.4% at EP = 300 eV and 
3 keV, respectively. The large direct contribution at 
low energies results from the fact that the primary elec
trons are randomly directed near the surface due to fre
quent large-angle elastic scatterings, in addition to the 
insufficient development of the electron cascade. 

M. Rosier: In your calculation, the elastic mean free 
path (MFP) obtained from the fit formula given in [24] 
was used. A more reliable MFP can be determined by 
a phase shift analysis. This leads to a lowering of the 
elastic MFP at low energies { obtained from unpublished 
results for the phase shifts calculated by K. Heinz 
(Erlangen) and also probably with your own program 
used in ref. [51]}. What are the consequences of such 
a behavior on the energy distribution of emitted elec-
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trons at low energies? 
Authors: Our calculated PWE (partial wave expansion) 
MFP is smaller than the fit formula used in this simula
tion at low energies and it has a minimum value ("" 2 
A) near 20 e V; with further decreasing energy, the MFP 
approaches the formula. The use of the PWE MFP in 
the transport process of secondary electrons leads to 
low-energy shift ( "" 1 e V) of the energy distribution of 
emitted electrons, which may result in better agreement 
with the observed distribution in Figure 7. However, 
the PWE MFP leads to considerably smaller electron 
yields (e.g., 0.381 at~ = 300 eV) in comparison with 
the observed yield (Fig. 5). These are caused by the 
smaller MFPs of low-energy secondary electrons pro
ducing frequent elastic scatterings and then strong in
elastic energy loss during their transport to the surface; 
this causes the lowering of the electron escape depth. 
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